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t1.	 IN ' 1 01)
This progress report for NASA contract NAS 5-24445 covers the period
15 February to 15 May 1980. Work is currently going forward on several
fronts: The prototype mirror was successfully replated with a thick layer
of nickel and diamond turned again. A comprehensive study was made of
optimizing the Sensitivity of the instrumnets ) depending on the filter
material, and on the available telemetry. A critical analysis has been
carried out of the JHU Preliminary Project Definition Document. We have
submitted to JPL an updated description of the instrument papameters for the
Explorer satellite. Further studies of the electron cloud distribution
produced by a channel plate have been done, and a wedge and strip anode with
17 quartets per inch was shown to Image with better than 0, 5llinearity.
Half the minrochanoal plates being used in the lifeLest have been through
Initial processing and are now in the lifetest vacuum chamber.
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11. SUMMARY OF STATUS
TASK	 DESCRIPTION	 STATUS
Previous reporLing period Current reporting period
I
—no 12BY
1-1 Performanve Requirements Completed Completed
1-2 Sample Evaluntion Completed Completed
1-3 Design Proto-opLic Completed Completed
1-4 Procure Provo-optic Second diamond Second diamond
turning in turning
progress completed
1-5 Evaluatioll In progress In progress
1-6 Environmental ToRLing TBU TBD
Trakleoffs
2-1 Field of View Optimization
completed Completed
2-2 Spia-raVo Dep"ndence Competed Completed
2-3 Update EXV Background In progress TIA• progress
2-4 Review RF1' 111 progress Completed
3 DeLvewr Dovolopmont
3-1 Alternative Process DevelopmonL In progress In progress
3-2 SpcefficaLioll and Procedure Complaed Completed
Definition
3-3 P ro cu remo n L Completed Completed
3-4 Test Mid EV411WILion In progress In progress
3-5 EnvironmenLal WSLITIA TBD TU
3-6 Evaluate Roduadmit Configurn(Aon In progress Completed
4 Actuator Mechanisim,
4-1. Design ComplC!Lvd Completed
4-2 Fabriention Completed Compl, L, to. d
4-3 Evaluation In progress In progress
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5 Vilter 11!,;A^xelopulwn,tb
5-1 Procurement
5-2 Evaluation
6 Processing Electronics
6-1 Design
6-2 Procurement
6-3 Breadboard Checkout
6-4 llmvironmeaal EvaluaLion
CompleLed
In progress
Comple ted
C0111 I)IOLed
In progress
TBD
Comp3eted
Completed
Comp le 
Led
Completed
In progress
TB 
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Sumary of Status, cont.
TASK	 DESCRIPTION	 STATUS
Previous reporting period Current rerarting period
3
III. TASK I OPTICAL TECUNOLOGY
RruqiL e	 ^it^^	 cntion. -- The mirror was replaced with 0.005".M _q4t _K, abr^1--
of electroless nickel, and was diamond turned again, and optically tesLod'
The diamond turning was not without its difficulties. Unlihe the aluminum,
the.: 	 caused tool chatter when it was first attempted to machine the bore
of the mirror. We then placed large springs wrapped nround the outet perimeter
of the plece, which succeeded in almost completely damping out the charter.
We than proceeded with tile. diatilotiL turning, which went smoothly thereafter.
The mirror was then optically tested. The figure was as good as before, and
tile mirror imaged well. The only differonoe from the diamond turned aluminum
surface was that Lho nickel has somewhat More pronounced residual tool marks,
rosu%illp, in visible Jiffraction from Ow surface. However, triune Lool marks
will cause no problem for the polishing phase, where the main problem is
removal of they ripples of up to an inch in wavelength. The polishing will
begin shortly.
IV. TASK 2 DME SYSTEM TRADEOFFS
In the process of optimizing the
complement of filters, it becallia clear that a definitive study was necessary
to determine LJe Offer is of telemetry oil sensitivity. A compiohensive
SLudy of this matter is now under way and will be reported on as part of
the next quarterly report. A preliminary conclusion is that the Al/C filter,
representing tile most important EUV bandpass front 	 - 350 X, is in a
telemetry limited rogime. That is, its sensitivity is increased by the square
rOOL of the factor by which the telemetry is il1CrQ.ZlS0(1. The other filters
arc, also holpod by a gain in telemetry.
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Spin hate, Tel ,.metry, etc. -- API. produced a proposal, regnrding
spacecraft design paraamcters, some of which might have an adverse impact on
the useful scientific return from Lhis miSSin,t. We prepared as critique of
the sa,lic•ut point€a, including the relation betwcO11 data rate, spin rate, and
downlinking capabilities. A detailed report is ineLaded as Appendix 1.
V. TASK 3 DETECTOR DEVl MM :
MCP's and Anodes --- We htav2 remeasured the s patial distribution of
the charge cloud eXiL;i.ng, the ro.ir of it chevron pair. The cloud has a I,[4liM of
1. 146 ntm at as MCP to anode spae.ing of 6 mm, with a — 300V bins	 ThiF; Is Smaller
than 014t given by t110 previous less aacvuraLe moasurontent, .ind confirmed the
need for a denser wodge and strip array in order to achieves goad linearity. The
original anode, with 4.2 mm per quartet, did not function properly. 	 Guided
by the new data, the anode was reduced by a factor of 3, giv t% 1.4 milt per
quartet, and tho resultant uonlinearity at 1 em spacing was less than 0.5%.
A new anode, with 1, rain per quartet, and requiring no through holds, is being
developed. This will. be
 a l" x 1" prototype, and i f it works out as anticipated,
sonic full 3" x 3" anodos will be built. Roports on both the c:hargo cloud
size and can aanodo development will be included in the nett quarterly report.
MCP Life Test -- The lifetest facility is cturrontly in opo^tratlon
with about half the c;omplean nt of M011's installed, and data are being collected.
A brief progress report is included as Appendix 11,
VI, 'CAST: 4 ACTUATOR MECHANISMS
All wort; on the movii anic4al assemblies is now completed except for
envi onnnontal testing.
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W. VVII. TASK " FILTER DEVELOP
lie have now concluded our study of alternative filter materials.
We have found that the titanium/antimony filter is exceptionally good,
providing a new RUV Undpass from 400 to 520 9. Also, the material seems
extremely stable against environmental degradation, making handling of the
filter an easy task. The sensitivity of the filter is also quite good,
since its transmission occurs between the bright 304 X and 584 R airslow
lines. As shown in figure 8 of Appeadix III the Ti/Sb/Ti filter is to full
factor of five more sensitive than the other filters in the 200-900 R
region. Full details are given in Appendix 111, which completes thv filter
development study.
V11. TASK() N I C,J_ MORSSNO ELECTRONIC
Breadboards of the electronic circuits have been individually checked
out and they operate Satisfactorily In most cases. The amplifiers, though,
are being redesigned in order to handle the largo capacitance of the wedge
and strip at 	 with no adverse effect on the gain. Another circuit under-
going some degree of revision is the PPA. A critical component of the PPA is
a DAC, and the current design includes an 8-bit DAC with 1/4 LSB accuracy.
This allows the 256 x 256 pixel image plane to have pixels whose are can
vary by as ru-h as + 501, theoretically, (In practice, much bettor results
are generally obtained). In order to avoid this circumstance, we are looking
at incorporating a 12-bit, 1/2 LSB DAC into the cirooit, which should give
pixels with better than A 31 uniformity. Additional p7ogross includes the
nearly complete wiring up of the electronic components not affected by the
above montionod changes, and a GSE for operating and testing Out the COMP MO
electronics system has been completed.
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APPENDIX I
Technical Critique of the J.H.U.
Preliminary Project Definition Document
SCO/STO — 916
16 May 1980
Prepared by:
	
Approved by:
Lampton
	 S. Bowyer
Principal Investigator
1. INTRODUCTION
This technical critique constitutes part of the U.C.Derkeley quarterly
report for work accomplished under contract NAS 5-24445.
As part of Johns Hopkins University's Applied Physics Laboratory study
of the technical And operational feasibility of the Extreme Ultraviolet Ex-
plorer mission, a preliminary project definition document was prepared.
That document, SCO/STO-916 (dated October 1978) has been made available to
the UC Berkeley WVE team for comment and updating. Some portions of the
J11U study address management tasks specific to GSFC/J11U program procedures
(e.g,sections 1,3,1,4,1,4.2) and will not be addressed in this report. In-
ste4 we shall cite those areas of the JIM document in which technical devel-
opments or engineering experience have introduced revised or refined eati-
mates of the baseline ELIVE mission requirk^mvnts.
2. DOWNLINK A^, ,^ UILI MF,NTS & IMPLEMENTATION
The J111 document baselines n scientific data rate accommodation of
3200 bps during darkness (see Sections 3.4,4.5,4.6, and Summary Table 1).
This figure was adopted from an earlier (1976) document stipulating 50 pho-
1tons per second (800 bps) per telescope as a minimum acceptable scientifte
' 
-return.
However, that figure was never intended to represent an optimized sci-
ence tliroiighput, and the EUVE Science Team has since conducted a study quan-
tifying the dependence of scientific value (parameterized by survey sensi-
tivity) upon telemetry data rate. The study shows that, under the background-
photon-limited conditions encountered in FTV astvonomy, the sensitivity in-
creases with increased eJownlink data rate. Moreover, this sensitivity vs
bit rate curve has a slope. 	 depends on the particular WAVabaud within
the MV, Consequently in as mission optimized for 4.Wntific, return, the four
telescopes would ideally occupy differing frartionk of the data stroamo
rather than each being assigned a fixed 25% of the science. A companion re-
port summarizing this study discusses these options and shows the desirabili-
ty of providing a total nighttime science data rate considerably higher than
the Jill figure.
Ralated to the downlink requirement is the complex subject of'imple-
mentntion. The JIU report identified three areas needing further study be-
Core a downlink system could be baselinod. First, onboard data storage is
required to span portions of the orbit for which both TDRS spacecraft are
below the horizon; tradeoff between &inl tape vecorders versus bubble 111em-
ories should be examined. Second, tranaponders having TDM compatibility
and an adequate power margin to Nandla the downlink traffic remain to be
identified. Third, the perhaps most critical unktioini revealed by the J10
report is the questions of which downlink antenna will best serve the RJVE
ml.ssion. Their recommendation was a pair of bioonical pattern antennas
oriented along the plus and minus spin axes. Each of the four beams .would
IIAVO 4 gain of 7.7 dBI. However, if an active electronically steered an-
tenna were otherwise compatible with the mission, such a device could offer
substnntially greater link margins and/or data rates. A re-ex-urination of
these options ought to be made a high priority Item.
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3. ATTITUDE CONTROL AND SPIN RATE
Thai .11111 report baasolines a continuously rotating spacecraft whose spin
axis in Rapt within one or two dooreas of the solar direction by the use of
magnetic torque coils and an onboard sun sensor and control bore (,see J U
sections 3.5,3.10,4,8,4.12, and Summary Table l). Thin basic system layout
appears to us to combine the advantages of autonomous attitude control with
a simple and potentially reliable onboard control system.
however, the choice of spin rate in governed by the alternatives chosen
in several hardware-dependent areas. J11U has recommended as spin rate of
0.1 rpm, a rather low value which we feel may have been forced by their adop-
tion of the Ball Brothers CT-401 Star Camera as a precision attitude deter-
mination sensor. Other sensors are ,available which offer potentially lower
initial cost, simpler interfacing, and lower continuing data analysis costs
for attitude determination, while providing; adequate attitude accuraacy. One
example is the Ball Brothers CS--201 Star Scanner. Its use may allow or re-
quire a somewhat higher spacecraft rotation rate. A higher rotation rate
may, in turn, eliminate. the need for an enboaard momentum wheel.. Other sen-
sors probably exist, 1t is important to examine the range o candidate star
sensors prior to adopting a nominal rotation rate.
A second constraint on the shin rate is the scanning blur accompanying
the detection and tcllemetry of EUV photons with finite timing bins. This
constraint takes Lho form of an upper limit on spin rate which is proportional
to the bit rate of the slowest-Lelcmetered scanning telescope. Since the
overall spatial resolution target is G arc minutes (0.10) for the Ct1VE: mission,
3 -
Vit seems reasonable to budget about 3 arc minutes for the mational blur Lerm.
At one rpm, three arc minutes corresponds to a minimum of 1920 bits per see-
and per scanning telescope.
A third potential constraint on tho spin rate is applicable if no mo-
mentum wheel is used. The stability of the spin axis orientation is very
Important in the reduction of, the aspect sensor data for reCon$LruCting the
astronomical survey. This stability is hindered by tile gravity gradient
torques but is improved by storing a large angular momentum. A spin rate
of 1.5 RPH provides the same angular momentum an the Sperry/CTS wheel re-
commended in the JHU report (Section 4.8.3).
A fourth potential constraint on the spin rate, is the impact of an ac-
tive, electronically steered antenna, which may introduce a latency tap in-
to the downlink data flow each time a beam reselection is necessary.
4. RECOVERABILITY BY ORBITER
The JHU document assumes that there is a requirement that the EUVE
spacecraft be recoverable from the Orbiter. Their baseline layout includes
an RMS grapple fixture, and their propulsion system is sized to allow the
EUVE to descend from its 550 km STS orbit.
In the UCB analyses of the mission profile, however, the probable bene-
fits of recoverability are minor and the costs could be considerable. Three
scenarios have been studied in which recoverability could be useful, but in
none of these cases would the cost and STS time and safety impacts be easily
- 4 -
justified. ,A case one recovery might be beneficial immediately after release
by the STS, if some LUVE failure were discovered that would compromise its
mission. We would suggest that this kind of failure probability be minimized
by prelaunch checkout preparations, and a possible brief checkout of criti-
cal EUVE sysr s when in orbit prior to release from the STS. The possibili-
ty of recovery shortly after release is complicated by the safety require-
ments to dump propellants prior to grappling. In the event of the failure
of some critical EUVE system, safety considerations may not permit recovery.
A case two recovery would be useful if some EUVE failure occurred after
ascent to the 550 km orLit. However, the recovery costs in this case are
considerably greeter because the EUVE must now Verform a descent to STS al-
titudes, and the Orbiter crew must become involved with a rendezvous which
could be rather time consuming.
A case three recovery might be envisioned at the. and of the nominal one
year EUVE requirement. There is no science requirement for post-mission hard-
ware recovery.
If the EUVE is to be recoverable, the attitude control system would be
impacted, In particular, there would be a possible need for .a reaction wheel
on board the EUVE. It is likely that EUVE could be grappled only if it is
nonrotating. For stability in the presence of gravity gradient torques a
momentum wheel may be essential.
- 5 -
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S. TELESCOPE AND DETECTOR ADVANCES
Although the J)1U report did not specifically deal with details of the
scientific experiment package, we note here that continuing research in the
areas of optics design, EUV falter technology, and detector technology have
made some of the instrument descriptions obsolete. An update on these areas
has been prepared separately (see EUV Explorer Instrument Description, UCB
SSL draft of 15 May 1980).
CONCLUSION .
We have reviewed the recommendations of the JM A17plied Physics Labor-
atory and found several topics needing further examination. The areas which
need .additional near-term study in firming up the EUVE mission profile are
the downlink implementation and the spin rate/ACS tradeoffs.. The results of
decisions taken in 'these two areas will have important cunsenuences fo r the
other aspects of the mission plan.
f
'	 r
We recommend that-EUV E not be recoverable from the STS as we do not
believe the added benefits warrent the cost involved.
I
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APPENDIX It
Interim Report on MCP Lifetest
16 May 1980
Prepared by:	 Approved by:
I
Stuart Bowyer
Prinelpal InvvSLigator
Li; fetest Facility:
Lifetest tank has been ptimpe d down since 4/22/80 with eight ptti.rs
of plates installed amt connected to IIV and monitoring electronics.
Within one week after piwiping cl o,,- ti It was noticed that the Hamamat-
su and Amperex plates had back,;: o,!, d rates of several hundred per
second. The tlamamatsti plates w c. disconnect d from the [IV on
5/12/80 because it was detormiaOc ► that they were the cause of the
high background rates oil
	
other plates. Thirteen hours after
the Hamamatsu^s were discomiocted a pair of Galileo plates sudden-
ly beeamo vary active and this resulted in increased count rates
in its two closest neighbors. 'Oil 5/14/80 the Galileo plates were
causing so mticKh noise in the other plates it was necessary to dis-
connect them from the FIV.
Today there arc six pairs of plates rtanning: Amperex, Litton, ITT,
Varian, a chevron pair from Galileo and a saturable plate from
Galileo. All. have re latively low (<30 c;ps.) backgromids, except the
Amporex, which sometimes c.limhs to over 100 c.p.s. The disconnected
Ilanaamatst^, and Galileo have been briefly reconnected at times and the
result is ail immediate-climb in tho• count rates fob; all plates.
ICY}ess;.rre in the lowor half of the Lank is ^4 x 10" Tara . , pressure
in the: ulaper half is ti7 x 10" 6 Tore. The tank will be brought up
to air within a few clays for lchk testing, add itiorj of newly cali-
brated plates and modifications such as shielding and repositioning
of plates.,
a
a noisy plate ca tA e increased cou nts in other
(Also the image from a noisy plate is noticeably
by which neighboring palates are comiected to the
electronic crosstalk?
iota production by noisy
increased outgtassittg by
electric fields?
2. How can the plates be isolated from one another?
simple electrostatic shielding around each holder?(this will be tried)
major revision of lifetest tank
3. Why are some plates becoming so noisy?
Probl ems:
1. Why sloes
plates?
affecte d
I-IV) . (this has been checked)
plate?
active pltat?
2)
3)
4. Why is there still such a large pressure difference be-
tween the top and bottom of the tank? (it will be leak
checked)
S. How can the pressure in the top half of the tank be moni-
tored continuously without flooding the plates with ions?
Gex: ry'"s Tank
This tank can be pumped down from atmospheric pressure to a pressure
for operating MCP's in about 15 minutes, so it is ideal for trying
quack experiments. Experiments can be done on the pair of Nitech
plates which Jay Freeman fried in his corona experiments and on a
pair (Varian?) which has been sitting in the N2 cabinet which has
one broken plate.
Some of the things to investigate are:
ion feedback
corona discharge
effect of o-ld hot spots
dust
cleaning with alcohol
fingerprints
moisture
hairs and lint
baking out under vacuum
baking out at atm. pressure
cleaning with LN2
.reverse voltage
short circuits between shims
running broken plates
running two sets of plates and moving them close to
and away from each other
ho`w :hard it is tc break a piece of the broken plate
by dropping, cracking, crushing, scratching, chipping,
^hermal expansion, etc.
•	 other ideas?
Plates still to be calibra ted
These include one pair from ITT, Amperex, Hamamatsu, Nitech,
another pair from Nitech and a saturable plate from Galileo. There
is also the fried Nitech pair and the broken (Varian?) pair. Chris
and Pat have run a Nitech pair and the ITT pair and had bad problems
with both. Calibration of these plates should begin Friday or
Tuesday.
APPENDIX III
Final Report on Filter Development
For
The Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer
9 Mny 1980
Prepared by:	 Approved by:
I
	
.I	 . . 1, .
Randy Kimble
Principal Investigator
Patrick Jolinsky
SUMMARY
We report below on the results of the filter dev e lopment contract
NASS-24189 for the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE). The purposes of
the study were to identify, develop, and evaluate thin film filters with
EUV bandpasses unattainable with previously available filter materials,
In the early stages of the study, titanium and antimony were identified
as the most promising materials for providing the scientifically important
350-500 9 bandpass heretofore unattainable with thin film filters. A
suboontran was let to the LuxoJ Corporation, who auevoodod, after overcoming
a number of technical problems, in fabricating pure titanium foils and
ti(auLutat-atittmony sandwich foils of the required uniformity and durability.
Transmission monsuromouts and optimization studi s performed at Berkeley
IndiOate That the titanium-antimony combination provides an ideal bandpass
for snio"tifleally valuable, high-sensitivity observations with EUVE.
Environmental testing of the?
	
strength, moisture sensitivity
and aging characteristics of the newly developed filter materials demonstrate
complotoly flightworthy performaaco, The titanium-antimony filter will
be a valuable addition to the EUVE filter complement.
-- V
1. TN7`Itt)ial"Cl'ION
Madpaass filters ►nre esss;entiaal, to EVVE because of the sensitivity of
the RUV dolootorn (microc •hannol platos) Lo far VV radiation (1000-3000 R),
a bond in which the sky and most point sources are much brighter than In
the EVV, and to charged particles. In addition, filter materials and thick-
MOOS can he Moored to minimize the lauckground from the strong g0000ronal
and AtOrplcn ota y I:UV lines such as Rol 584 Rand Bell 304 R, whose
diffuses omisssi.onss would otherwise seriously Impair the sensitivity of :a
photometric samoassuremoat. Forthcrmore, broadband RVV filters can perform
the same scientific function as optical photometric filters, that of
providing havic information about the wmperature and chemical composition
of as source, while maintaining high sen: itiViCy.
HVV radiation cows not pass throughthrough any thick crystal or stretched
plastic sheets such as used in the far UV or vAt X-ray respectively.
The filter woriaals used In the RVV must he only a few thousand R
thick to be Sof"iViontly transmitting for use on 1AVVE. Fortunately, vacuum
deposition techniques have been developed over the years to callow the
fabrication of largo area, durable filters, of metal and plastic as thin as
1000 X or oven loss.
The haselined filter complcmont for RIVE was drawn from the commcrcially,
available and space-clualifiod materials used is various color, ntmossphorio,
and MOMS experiments prior to the original i VVE proposal. That
filter complement included
1. Paary1ene. Paarylvao N Is 4a plastio material which can he vacuum
—2—
deposited like a metal to farm a filter aH Lhit? aaS 1000 R. This provides
as baandp.aos from 44-300 R which is excellent in the study of sources in
the HUM. This 1$ the
the iutersteller
filtr.red telescope
mee optics, The long
filter itself, selected
the transition l-gion between the soft :-rays In
I'M boodpakss with the largest visibility through
medium. The tu'..non wavelength of the p aryl.ene -
Is determined by the design of the graazinp; incFid+
wavelength eutuff is set by the thickness of the
for opuimum sensitivity.
2. Aluminum. Aluminum, has been the workhorHe of XatV nstron xmy.
It is sensitive} from 180 to 600 9, yet is opaque to the far ultaviolet.
When used in Combination with as thin layer of c arbota to reduce t110
throug,1111 11L of the bright 304 4 baaekground lin g , it yields a 180-350
baandpaass, makiaaf, it the most important filter for purely ETV aastronoiq.
3. Tin. Tin has aaaa OX0011ent window from 500-750 R. Its bi?,P.Ost
drawbiwk is the presence i. the' bondpa.,,; of the strong into=rplancitary
584 1 Line;.
4. Indium. Indium has a window rotehing from 750 to greate=r than
1000 X. If made ,ittf fieiently thick, its grasp can bu restricted to Ue
below the cJlk X Lyman e=dge, making; it i trul y Illy filter. The strum;
abs,oraation of the intorstellaar wdi„um near the Lyman edge restrie.ts
obsorv.at<10119 through this filter to only Cho tac, atrest stain,.
The most striking faailinp, Of the filter	 dLlSoribod above+ is
the. 1.wk of a filter tocover t-1w 350-300 X band, betwoon the brir;ht
304
	
and 58 X tzaac.kf rtzttncl Line:;.	 This c4tatr.al rc=f,ion cif the tV hay
-3-
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great scientifin potentiaal. It lies a; at wavelengths sufficiently removed
from they tymnn t,dge khaL Visibility in Still reasonably food through the
ISM. iiuwover, this uaandp4as its the raange► in which the RUV flux from ra
number of Hourves Such ;aaa hot whiLO dwarfs will be turned over by
interstellar absorption ) so it can provide Important information about the
local ISM, In addition, the exclusion of they strong background lines
from they baandpass allows groat in yroaaaeo in sensitivity to be attained.
For these reacions, the ENVE filter development study 0011001Atruted on
materials with potentially useful tlaandpas3oa In the 350-500rat) X range.
11, 4l:T.ifCTION AND F" 4RI VATI ON OF NEW MATERIALS
The most promis tug materials for ceverint, the 350-500 X Uaandpaass
were Wtatified through a scaarch of the liLvraature on the traansmis., on
properties of thin falls and through discussion with experts in the
fabrication of such foils. They best ompilation of transmission don Is
given in Samson's `1' y Vni,eques o Tyutnn !IQtY• aavieale, t 	 'tic
materials NvIont od for fabrication after these investigations were
antimony and titanium. The transmission properties of these; materials
as cottspued by Samson are shown in Viguro 1.
25
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The existences of tranomission data such as this showing appropriate
paaseabands dcvst not Suaarnntee the suitability of the malteriral for the FUVI;
application for several reasons. first, the transmission chnrac•teristics
are typically well known only in the peak transmission mange of the
material. The vonaitiViLy Of they EUVE detectors to a wide range of
waaveleuf,the makes it oHHontiaal that there, Lae no secondary window in
addition to the bnoi c astronomy window. Even residual trzanamiusl can
in tale witaf,s as low cts 10-f' can be unsatiefaactory because of the existence
of the extremely strong hydrogen Lyman tx 1216 X diffuse background line.
lience as thoarougla Investigation of the entire detector sensitivity range'
in essential for quali.fir,aLion of an IWVH4 filter.
,ri oc'.oalf, the tc:.ansiiliot,'ltZ`.a i.at:al for stech ali..,.....,1.x,..s ar_ tradicionally
detnerminod from oxtromely small, foils wid mck.aHured immediately after
their fa brioation. ilencje it was ncovor previously determined whoLher
uniform, moc:haanivally durable foils of :+tiff"icient size could Lacy Cabricated
from those materials. Furt hottl or p , new data existed on the longtorm
stability of the thin foils, which alro in pane*ral suseeptible to pinholinf
due to y ambient moisture and to slow transmission dI:4"ays- with Lime from al
variety of causes oven in else aabso'ne_e of moisture (inoreasing oXidation of
the s urface, formation of intot7laotallic, Compounds in sandwi011 foils,
e t c . !` .
11011ce, it was thex purpose of fait, Study to	 f'.abriVi to
large foils, vorife thou ;,ui.Wb1IJLV of the. oavorFall transmission ohoaracteristies,
and verify flat' mechanical and to tigto rm trannnnios ion SL;11111 f tyV ort t', 'nti.al.
for spiWO :lpplie.iLion.
F
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Fabrication
The fabrication efforts were subcontracted %-o the Luxel Corporation,
whose p •ouldent, Gordon Steele, bas performed pioneering research in
tile fabrieation or thin film filters. We review Caere the fabrication
cff(ma that led to the final result of the filter #Ludy, a titanium-
antimony combination roil which is strong, stable, and wall-muitad to
high SinsitiViLY observations with F.UVF.'.
There are throe conventionally used tochniques Ill tilt- deposition
of metal films., evaportation from a tungsten filament, ovapor.arfon
Cram a heated crucible, and olet-tron hombardment, 'llie rabrication
difficulties presented by antimony required experimentation with all
throo tVvhn'qtj%i8 before a suecessful approaeb w,is round.
'floe tungsten filament deposition techniq%v relied on wetting of tile
tungsten filamom with 010 Metal to be doposired. Tile metal clvaporatct;
from tile hottest part of the filament while new metal is drawn to the
evaporation point by capillary action, The properties of antimony
render 
it 
unsuitable for this cochnique. Thv evaporation temperature
of antimony is SuffiCiOnLly (1 1080 to its melting point that as soon as
tilt, MvLal is b oated eno ligh to flow, 
It 
flash evaporates, stopping the
wit!kiag action and prevontIng smooth dviloSiLioll, It is sometimes possible
to overcome this type, of problem ley illoying the unsatisfactory matvrial
with small percentagos of another mewl. Stich alloying agvnLu must not
ot , ly be chemically suitable, i.e. must not form filLormotalli• compounds,
but MOAL 11 0L disturb the valence olovtron donsit:y no as to proi;orvc- the
bandpasa transitif.-;sion. 
It 
was hopod that germanium would permit t,,mooUi
I
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deposition when alloyed with antimony, but Such attempt* ware unsuccessful,
Witls the heated crucible technique, it is p000lUla to produce al more
constant deposition raste r , and antimony Coils: can he produced by this
prom ss, However, pure antimony foils reveal two major problems, They
are found to be extremely moisture sensitive, developing pinholes it
there is any residual moisture in the organic solvent used to release
the deposited foil from the ceramic substrate. Second, even fo lsca
$tt4'4a 4y `nfully relealiiod from the substrate are found to be extremely non-
uniform. The antimony atoms move along the surface of the ceramics
substrate until nucleation bentera farm, leading to unascoevptarble
irregularities in thickness and transmission.
Deposition by electron boam bombardment permits all of the above
problems to be overcome. This Coohnique ass essential for the ► epossition
Of titanium, WhOSO Melting point IV too high for the filament or crucible
techniques. The electron beam Lvehniquv permits deposition of uniform
titanium .fails:, which are intea rvAine in their own right for FVV astronomy
appl lcaationss, and which provide the volution to the antimony fabrication
problems. Thin titanium films perform as an aVLivc* nucleating surface
and ai protootive ov1xT.*voila layer when dl'jt#,nit;od Wore and ."1.1t<er an
antimony layer in rapid ssereuvaeo In al s,ingle vacuum. tti7ioroa s 1500
thick pure antimony i'i.lMS VXhihit a mcwttlod t.ransmiaSion in the:? rod,
e'vide'ncing they non-uniformity, tilt' saline thicknessdepossitvd between two
100 X thick f ilmn of titanium In uniformly opa quo and demonstrates ai low
susceptibility to pinhole formation during processing.
Those oxpori321t ant l considerations lea d to the eave'ntual see°loction of
—7—
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films fabricated by Luxel and delivered to the Spave Sviet oes laboratory
for Lusting and cluaalific;at lonf pure titanium filtero of 500 X and 1000
thiaknvas) and tit"Bumbaantimony sandwich filters of llfatt X antimony between
100 X layers of titanium.
TIT. TRANSMISSION MFASVHl,1.1F.'T
Traaosmihoion measurements Of the Luxel fi.lterm were Carried o . in the.
lei"V calibration facility here at the Space :sc enc'es Laboratory. The data
which mu.at: be determined are the absorption coefficients of pure aaaatimciny and
titanium and the transmission eharaawristios of any oride layer that form,-;
on the toils. This data is nec Snaary° for determination of than Optimum filter
design for LVVn, given tho optics design, detector performance, and available
telvmvtry, The optimi..aation procedure, which determines the filter thickness
with highest sensitivity and greatest scientific return, is comer.ibW In ,a
later section, No pure antimony foils wor y made (for the fabrication reasons
jesoribed in the lace* section). Nevertheless, the neoes *nary separation of
absorption cot fficlents can be made by measuring the trainsmia sloaas of
titanium films of different thicknesses and of the sandwich film, which
provides onouAh Independent data to S01VO for the three 	 *.
The transmission measurements were performed using, as grazing iaaeidonce
monochromator W .}010Ct line radiation from ;a hollow cathode (li.:a haargP source#
The detector used was a eaalibraaLod one inch cliaameLer channel eleQtron
multiplier (chaanneltron). The dynamic range of the deteetcar was vxtvndod
using, calibrated meShOa to aatt:onoaate tho direct monoehrom ator boa m. All
measured count rates na'c're corrected for vloct.ronit's deaadtimo, and off-lint'
i
I
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background measurements permitted the subtraction of spurious counts due Lo
scatLering in the monochromator.
Transmissions were measured at wavolongths from 130 R to 2300 R. vor
some wavelengths far into the witign of the filter bandpass, only upper limits
could be found to cli p tr insmissioa. Th000 upper limits are Sufficiently low
that the, sensitivity of EUVE using the optimum thickness filter of these
materials is independent of the actual value of the, transmission for these
far-off bandpass wave lengthti .
The transmission curves for the, two titanium thieknesses and titanium-
antimony sandwich are shown In Figures 2-4. This is the raw data except for
removal of tho 80"d transmission Factor of the nickel s upport mush on which the
films acre mounted. These transmission curvea show several interesting
features. The titanium transmissions confirm the existence, of a second
transmission window from 250 R to X-ray wavelengths not shown by Samson, but
reported by sojjjitajg2t al. (Solid State Conuuunications 7, 597, 1969). The
overall. behavior appear.,; to ba that of a broad transmission window beginning
at -A, 700 R and containing a strong; absorption line at Ov 300 R.
The predominantly antimony filter also showed the same overall trans-
mission behavior as in previous sLudics. however, when actual antimony
transmission was sel)aratod out, It was found that the pure antimony trins-
mission was a factor of throe.- higher than provlou.q ly published result.,,*
(Ruc;LgJ, ,TOSS 55, 630, 1965). We obCained a maximum of 852" tran smission for
in 1.100 R thick antimony foil, whoreas Ruscgi roported 25 1, maximum trnn.smiss ion
for the SA1110 thiQkncss.
Examination of 0io Rustgi referenco rOVO4110d LlIzit the antimony foil
I
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la:aed for that last"a:aureallent had 11 0VII depcl;atted On aluminum, alld MCI the composite
foil was floated oft the s"b8trato in water. This cannot have givon a valid
measuroment, :cinch the intermetallic OOmpOund alumintm antiMoulde would havo
tdrOwd at the interfavo and the outer lavor of the antimony would have hoot)
heavily o0dized by the direct exposure to water. The fails produced by Luxel
however, aro, 'l`i¢,511/Ti sandwl yhoo in which all throe layers are vacuum
deposited at the samo time, L'ell1UVOd from the 8111WOLr lto In alit organic Holvontr,
and kept fit
	 dry ata otsphore thereafter. Thu g there IS no inLormotalTic
compound formed, nor any antimony oxidv. Our monnurvmonts should there fore
give the true absorption coofticirnt i'ar antimony.
The separation of the absorption coefficients Is porroxmod using;
the following, relavlou ,hipH:
Q500)
	
exp [ (pT1 .. ta`I`itl )
 TLO ] `'`t' QT.t ( . 09 ]
`i'0080)	 hxp[(la,l	 tl 'a`it^ ) ^l, it^ I Vxp [^l^a`l'i.(.ltlt3)]
AM " e:,p [ (pTi - 
1aAO ANOI exp [-laA
 
( . 020)] e1p 
^ ^1aSh (.112)]
T(500) and `1"k I080) are the transmissions of the 900 and 1080 X tw i rl:
titani um foils, TOM Is the tran:aaaal.,:ai+lac of the sandwich fail, qhil^ I,,,
the thickness of Cho ON& layer formed, and }4
	 lady , In are the absorption
Cclet t ic'WtH Of titan i um, antimony, and the tl'ti,'ide layer, measured in microns-O
ne can ;solve for	
.bpTL 	 ^la	 , and va;p	 T iyn T, - 11 'l`i t1 )X `i'iO ] , yle lding, the absorption
data laccossary to prvdiVt the transmlasEons of filters of dii`form LhicknosA
and hence opt-inii.to
 the i:VVE, Mig,n. The derivod 000ffic'ivuLs are shown in
Figures 9-7.
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IV. SCIEINTIFIC POTENTIAL ON BUVR
File nellie4able sensitivity of the 1-MM I. rising rile newly developed
filter matorials has bevii deter'llincid 118i"A Lite Filter optimization prcyQedtiros
developed for RUV astronomy here tit the Spncev Sciences Laboratory, The
overall, sonsitivity of I.(,V. of covirse depends ern at wide range or ittti—
trument p.iramoterti. te'lesoope si.sa, field of view and angular resolution
detOeator cluontum efficiency id spattiall. resolution; ob.sorvation time and
telemetry rate; filter transmission properties. All are sullJeeut to
varioun, constraint.-4. Nvon :a baselined instzumont design, observing; troy?,
atad telemetry capability, filter optimi.:altion consists of de vrini.nitag
the father thiekness which ylolds the smalle;;t detectable flux. For a1
saanlitaicil filter LillOkilOSS0ti Of 010 twc+ .filter m.atori.al ,s ore varied
indopendelatly iaa the so mil. The resulting, 111WIM11n1 detectable flux
deflnes the instrument senititivity. W, brto l.y suminari;,a hore than
optilni*.a' ioli pleacoduro.
A. ^ The.._ on, Of Fil re a r 11 Sr i r.tt_i^^1a
A souri90 lids been detcntod wick (A.9'), colifi.delico if they
 rlun'ht l of
C0111It;1 dlle to tilt, SoUrcul (in the sourvo pixel.) is at leaitat three times
the squarti root o f the 'a\orag o 11U111hor of c ounts in ald j acont (background)
pixca15. This l loquiremoilL loads Lo aan oxprosslot1 for the minirn111n detectalblo
."	 1
flux, F, ill pliatnns s^ 1
 cln	 ^ .18:e11111ille, OWL rho sourve siVeLrum is flat.
within the balidp.lm;.
,act	 ;I (^J f	 + A 1"r(^)h0)dl	 (l)
(A A (A)d1) (1 — e
I
1,"here
T x total observing time
tea . solid aaat;le observed her one pixel
A * effective area of telesoopo ti quantum efficiency (Ql:) o f
detector (assumed to be vonstant throughout handpaaes)
t(1)- filter transmission at wavelength X
lt(X)- baaAground flux density at A
RP W deter tnr backs ound per unit. area as cm
f - telescope focal length
tm w telemetry limit (cts sal)
It a total count rate of detector (ct:aa fi^l)
The computer routine utilized to optimi:o the filters for la'L'I
illeOrpOl'aates all Of thca data n ovossaary for evaluating the minimum detectable
flux F. It calculates an instrument thVOU&PUL fo r ev4rP^Y 10 X inte rval,
accounting for variations in relvNeope a°ca:aonso, detector quantum Wiciency,
and filter transmission with wavclooyth. It includes all known 	 of
diffuse radiation background from 10--2000 1, as well as theoretical estimates
in poorly measured regions of the spectrum. It calculates the minimum
detectable flux for as liven "ilter thickness or pair of thioknossoa. In
addition, it computes ;he me'aIl wavelength, the total grasp and the grasp
Wortwaard of a chosen wavcica gth, which permits a determination of the
approxiatlno bond pass of the fil ter. (Orasp is defined as A(ANN.)
The compuva (lon of the mean wavolongtah and grasp below a specified
wavelength :allows additional scNntifie judgMont to he applied to the filter
Opt.imisatican. It is not necessaril y true, for example, that they Oz+tirdum
design of a sandwich foil is that volldainatinn of thic:knessoo which yields
the lowest mianimum deLeetaahl.e flux. Maximum scientific return from BITI ;
^.«;wires that baandpaasses of the various filters remain diratinet. Hence
while an aluminum/carbon aaciaieves the maximum sensitivity ans star nluminum
tiaic knoss goes to zero, such a desiga would not be chosen since the
re3ulLi0p, bandpaasti would be identical two parylene. hence an external constraint
on the handpaass propertivs is sometimes Imposed on the filter design and
captiml;*..ation takes place within that constraint.
B. Sensitivit y results for titanium and ;anLkq^jq
lioth titanium and antimony transmiL well in tho range from 400-500 t.
Optimam sensitivity results when tho matoriaalo are used tcapther. Pure
Lit.aniulla is inaappropriaat:e for cuVOring LOU'h "4 00-500 X bandpaqA because of
they tratnsmis:Aon window below 250 X. Pure antimony van be improved by the
addition of titanium becauso tine titaantum trapsmistsion falls raap dly above
bOO X, while that of antimony falls aamor y slowly. Pence tlae addition of
titanium attonuatv-8 tlao stream; 584 A baacl ground flux while presorv'ing 010
primary bandpaass.
Tho minimum detectaable f lUX has lac°en minimized with tho requirement
brat leas. than 1 0#' of the grasp lieta .yhOrWaard of 310 ^. Rolaxini, this
requirome'nt LO 10 does not improvo the soils t ivity by more Lhaaa 201"a. With
the 1;a t^ons'traai:nt the optimum combi.naat oa is 1400 z1 Of Litaalti.um s.andwiehian}
111011 R of antimony. Such a t:ombinaatieen presents no falaric-atien problows.
The resu.lLinl; SensitivitY of 1't4VT wiL a tile Litaantium/rant imony naandwich
filter and the previously clualiliod filters  is shotvra in p tl;►lrcl Fl. Those
SonsitiViLie's p are' cil'a;'.i OCI	 ttt' baasol.'nod in'vritmont paarome'tvrs and
- 1 3—
Lite haselined telometry rote Of 800 biLis per wond per toleavope. The
bandpauses Shown are defined as Lite full width to 10*1* of maximum inuLruttwnt
throughput, A better repreaentation of the spectral covoroge of the filterm
now available is ivim by rigure 9, which presents the tranmmission curves
for Lite optimized filter of oneh material Or vombinntion,
Those figures drmtatically illustrate the acietttiri%^ potential of Ow.
newly developed filter combination. The tiLanitIM/aIltiMony fi.1tev combination
rills In the Missing Waveleupth range in the baioline 1',UV*V*o coverago and does
so with a factor or five greater sen8itivity 01an Litt*- cattier Lt IE bandpammos,
I
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EUVE BANDPASSES
WAVE LENGTH(A)
I	 n
V. QUALIFICATION
The excellent transmission ebaract2ristice and potential EUVE
.sensitivities described in the previous sections are of course useless unless
the titanium-antimony sandwich foil demonstrates acceptable longterm stability
and mechanical strength sufficient for spac,2flight qualification. The
TiM/Ti filters have therefore been subjected to extensive testing of thase
characteristics. We describe here the tests of moisture-sensitivity,
longterm transmission stability, and mechanical strength passed by Lhe new
filter.
A. Morure-Sens.t4oL X
We present here excerpts from the report of the development sub-
contractor, Luxel, of the humidity testing of the titanium-antimony sandwich
filter. This test is crucial to the qualification of a flight filter.
Though the EUVE filters will be launched in vacuum, they will of necessity
be exposed to the standard laboratory environment during testing and
calibration unless extraordinatry measures are taken.
"Aging CharaCLI 
x " 
-Le of Antimony Type XUV Filter Foil"
Gordon Steclo,/Luxel Corporation
lntrorlu^-,tion
SubmiLron thick metal foils, employed as filters or windows for instruments
functioning in the extreitie ultraviolet and soft x-ray region of the spectrum,
present special problems in common with their fabrication. Perhaps foremost
among these is their proneness to develop 'pinholes'. Such pinhole defects
may leak white radiation or may vacuum leak gas from a cell. The particular
prononoss of LIIUSe foils toward this and is due their chemical reactivity in
the prusence or atmospheric moisture and their extremely thin nature. Many
-15-
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tact - t a Is t-'la i vh alit' not t*ti I o1, t he I 1 durabi I I t V in t he t'ac't hey
 at mosphoVV 111
I i`tAN i VN a f arm are unat ab iv in nubmi ettin
 I htvk toil form. The reason for
thin In that the protrvttvr oxide laver form ed on metalo In tbvir mannivo
loim usu all y oxopedn the natal thiektiv an tit nubmivvon foils. Drtrrmining
the durabilit y
 and pr,aottt:ality of new matrrial.sa, of Interest for their
;apMal a pt iv al propw i ► a rt, isa a chieved by vhptass;iug this
 broil material to a
-standard dogvadtnl, c'on troialmit and measuring the visible light, leakage as
a t unvil ^n ail time. Such in the sub.ion of thin report whoevin this
 Wired
mater ial
 Is a meta l loll of ant imtniv and titanium.
iiisscusrsion
Pinhol y
 a rvvult iug from vhvmi-eal act ion between a met al Coll and the ginvoutl
onti i r,nnm'nt form with point art ac k nuoh. that a certain amount of time is
rvqui rod to ptmet iAte the tail and thereafter the oxidation pralveodn laterally
In a Yurning grams' type of gtow:h. Invrvanvd traunmir alon with ag i ng In
dut y to vnl argvmvnt of I nitial p inhc t lon wi th very ley
 new ones forming,
Wpivaally the Initial ntago sahowo very littl y pinhole transm iss ion, but after
t hi s phasic' t he transmissi on
 Inerv a` vs rapid ly to some apparent p latvaa ►
with a drift inervaso thereaf ter.
`Pacts t ypes of pinholes result from thin actin; virtual and real. Virtual
pinholes, point lraks of visible light a low hundreds of nati ai ►m ern ill
diameter, art' determined bV SPH to he tt x 1 dNed mKol utructurally rvtatlnvki
within the toll, tttolvi otriv oxidation does not oevur initially a nd thus
Visible transmission in primarily In the red. Subavgnrntly, tttrt'dmen deve loped
through volume
 ch. nge In vonversion to the oxide breaks the oxide out Of tho
loll .md a halo or real pinhole, a few thousands of nant c motorn iii diameter,
results.
Pinhole formation iii nubmicruu lolls t;t`omn, Lo ovcur at nolowd sites. TV
In brl'lvvrd that thvssv are ansoriatrd with ,a screw dislocation growth of
the hall during format ion,
 The prinripal factor vontributing to pinholrs
In relative humidity. Travo a ► aunts, of avid forming gan gs suvh an carbon,
sulphur mid ni trogen oxide 1;<1nen and part ivulatva like salt have an ,ivov l-
c'rat ing Meet in the pros vnvv of moisture, but none when dry. Thc'2orort,
test aging of lolls for pinholon ih'volopmont to done with an exposure to
air .adjusted to some vousatant rNlatIVO humidit y
 A a 0onsitant R.H._ nolnt Ilan.
Ary mitut be vxvrvinod In ssolovtion of a R.H. solution sinCN laaOML or the hand-
book rvot mcwtidat i.ons represent a part irular conevnt rat ion of salts which
buffer the R.H. at some dvnlrvd level. Our work lindn that signifir.ant and
variable amounts Vt avid „assn vx1sst to oquilibrulm with these solutions
a;i o. IV, ovVl 1 KIM solution) wbtvh unrvliably aovvlvratvs the uvaulto.
`Pbttirrte? this laboratory c`mplo s as 'elvan' von"taut R.H. cagtacous solut'ion of
sodium hydroxide recognizing that it not onl y
 adjusts the water vapor
0011( Cut At Tc'ataovoN ,ativ .avid gas t'r aet"t that m av be hrc nunt In .a laboratory
t`nviornm nt Land also, chit • mtght add, thv nat ural W. in .air). Wouni.vo
test tug has ss omi most s.ubmicron loft materials do nit develop mignilivant
pi_uholvs as Ws than .'ti°_, R.H. over .aaa vNpoonro of Moo months. aft h0""
R.H. , chosen am a prohdil p value for ,•....,1 t ivld environments, the I n it t+al
-lb-
k-
or 'Induct Ion' stage Wr aluminum lasts about. Ono week afLor which a three
docadv Inere,aso occurs. Indium and tin can the catherhand have Induction
phasV.1; Or about three daysdill'. with suf Nvquvnt rapid deterioration over a four
decade Increase. Initial pinhole tranaaminnionN are t;on rally about 10
-8 of
incident light. Aftvr nix weelaa, pinhole tranumtosiona are typically 10- b to 10-1.
Tv"t q anti Results
It was decided from vxportmental considerations that, a HIM vomprined of
a0t1`PUl S Ot a;th,d20017i foil would he optically suLLable., Such afail and filters
thereof were fabraeatod and tested, Rvpreraentative filters were stored in R.H.
huffored closures at 001, and -12 (dv alcatecl) environments. from We to
Lunt', ravel" a period of Nix wvvita;, the filters were 'removed for mennurement:
of white l ig hL trannmisslon In a Phi phot-omom having; ra dynamic range of
four decades. Initial Lransmission Mach of the filLerS was 4.0 x 10- 9 of
incidont light. The data, shown in Figure 1, demonstraLeta Lhat Lhe XUV
foil matcrlal :00TI115000/200TI. is very durable toward pinhole aging; due
Lo moisture, Over the period or the tent no Ag,redat.ion wan observed
Within tho nvnniLIVLty range of the photometer (l x 10- 4). For vomharative
p"vp mve Figure 1 also Includes the deg;rvdat toll which would he typical- for
a 1500AINI XVV foil similarly exposc ad to Iti)'; R.H.
t'eneluaaleaat
1, Pure antililcmv tonal are unnuttable as XVV filtero from two practical
points of vlvw, First the evaporative Let"hn'icluea unod Lo prepare ubmicron.
foils a'esults in folln of a ►acct fled reel transmission when 1500 h' chicle. Second,
pinhol y-froe antimony films are difficult to fabricate due to their high
nvnslLivity Lo atmospheric moisture.
. Providing 200 X thick films of t itanlaam as a nucleating; surface and as
an overcoat results In a sandwich loll of antimony 1900 R thick which is
very op,Nue to visible light and unusually resistant to pinhole form.aLion
when exposed to a hOl 11,11, envirenmont, This Lltaniumw antimony laminant
coil tlemctn:ctrates aging; charaervribttcs AM are superior to aluminum type
XVV filters.
B, Transminsion Stability
The transmissions of the f Mt'a';t were uaoasurod again one year ;after
the Initial Moasuroment., described above to ascertain Lhe longLerm stability
of the Llt.,ani.um and sandwich tiltvro,
	 During; th:aL period the filters were
exposed to the laboratory environs ►aunt
 
for a f ew weeks and MLorcd in dry
nitrogen for the resv of the time.
`% results clewso"stratc remarkabl y stability, particularly for the
-17-
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1
lil l or 	 Lh o
I raatl	 it ► inNit atl dvvrva aril by	 a	 ► ? ► .iurnmi .Itll,mnt
	 or l V a	 while	 In	 the wings the
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a nt1
	 M!",
in
	 the wings. For the 100 X
	 titanium	 filter the results are
	
101
j^
in	 the	 J
I a alltilo ait+tl and IM in the w ings.	 01 l o a u l s o ul at` Interest 18 that at no
wave l ength di d t he wing tra"I1NI'I'in"t o ►1 c opes up to Indi cate
 t he tkeveltt21ment
or hinhol y a.	 lia ► thvr the qt neratl behavior Is for the ratio or hatldltass to
Ling t ratl gmisslon to grow c`vvn lli e hvir.
This stability is t a xo p litat when toad'. rod with hrvvit o usly used la`s`
I i 1 tc'I'taa	 Staillalalicf f I It vr1 ,i -.uoh &. .0urillUtita t 111 0 .ailcl Indium show t l' ins—
miss i c o ►1 drop" i n t lir a balllfll a aos of :t 1 `_. in only t l ► r y o months. 	 lllo ilta ta It Is
t't o vtot i t onal to pr o c'u v t li,,Ilt i 1 i ters an l at e a r possib le l+t° tore l a uneh or
l o t- +t a ut' 1hvv call be Hl o rvd in vacuum.	 Iho titaatlit ►► ii–antiLatony rlatld ieh, with
Its ratpvi i c o r l t o1l; a,t vim stab! M y , t llc a l^o c o rn has no	 tlt a l ta i vri ous impact on the
VITF filter  st t o t"age t vqui i'c'Ilynt s or dv l ivaory schedule,
t a .	 140ha n l ea l st i'c ngt h
T o tTt a t c't°ittuv t ho I a.]vehaall.ivai l aeva"y a t ,lloi lit:y c o t. the newl y tivvv lVitt a tl f il ter,
the t i l ivis were r'ibrait ic oit t ost od at ::AAA A ►"vs Research t'a a llt or,	 The
f il ters tvst a a tl Ilaitl bv-vn tc o tiilfVJ by 1-1 ► 1a a l in the standard manner they have
cIvvv l t Spvd for thin film t i l t of n.	 fho tol ls ary a l lit a al to an $On f ra1nspa1rvn t
f i nu lv :al o ,tt od nicke l tiivnh glued around the c^t gos to a1 ri gid frame.	 Of ten for
f i It t a i'f l nvd 111 sl o aev t'v yo,ireh ai Mid o f
 t't an l iailt t'i oxv In lo laeod around
tl ► t , t a al ; ta of the f i I t t a t` mid i i I t vi i i'a ro.	 Th in f o ra t a tlure teal Th a d margining)
grvat l y i'tdnc vs the st iv ;q c oil t llaa t ` i vi- by dir t ribut ing the loads at the
i nt c 1 l ov o to thv i vaso
`l'hta filters at launch Oro sliblt't" ed to two typos of 2it1,'tss, Wbrationa
and acothltie. The extremely high sttonl,th-to-Rolght ratio of the foils
and meshes enables them to Withstand extremely high lovoll ► of vibrational
loading. The acountio stloss tendn to be much more sevvro. The hUVE.
filters will be launched in vacuum boxes with the detectors, 011minat ing
Lho acoustics loading,
The vibration testing at Amos was performed with the 16 mm diameter
iilt= Used for the transmission meallulvmonta. These al's' probably smaller
than the 1?VVE flight filters, which mav he as largo as 40-90 mm in diameter.
However, the tent was extremely Oonsovvat ive in two rvgal yds l the filters
tested were not margined and the tent was performed in air. rather than in
a vactuuA box. The large factor of increased Mrvnn from the presence of
the acoustic loading more than compensates for the increased strvan Losultinl+
from using larger filters. Moo we consider tilt" test an n whole to he
emisorvat ruts Wtt h regard to the lecluilc amvntz. of the hVVE flight filters,
Vibration testing was pvrf t rmvd to the qua l i fi.t av i ern i.evvl.0 of random
vibration and sine sweep for the ;space :+boost`, In addition, the filters
were c:ubjvcted a large aMpIltUdv SWU`01dal vibration at a constant low
#rtquvnvy. This test has been used will scams` previous launch 1 1 Y'ot,l';lms as —a
simulation of DC aCvAorat ions. Spoeiiicat ions ror all thrvo tests are
givvn in `Casale 1,
-10-
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1000-205 1 He	
-6 dh/octavo
.0375 C/O
gums overall
; t int s
 4wvvp tvaelt W01
1 n at W attinu t', ; 'ovi jvv i 1'om 20 - 2 000 Uz.
VV Simulation 0 mintsas, vavh axiv)
2Q at 10 !l
All tilt , , r:; t en t od WO A ri , 1 000 "% TI; and the 100 R ` t/1100 R 01100 RV
1+.attaa^ i ca) ;:ury ivrd t by r:a1d,vi Vil't'.at W1 and One sweep with no Ciatitlage.
M ..ands ivIc t iltvy
 and OW ltlM S t itanittrt flltvr survived the PC simulation
with no	 l'hO ' t i{ t `1 t i t n its:; t i It yr dvvvlopvd pinholes during the
1W Virmint i on 1'"t. l)unci , ♦ Nit tari Nst ing tandvr OV aOuaLVd vontli t loun would
l i t' n;`t"vs g ary
 to wlit'	 :tlt+°t' this thin for litUneh.
	
llo\ce1o'er, We
'+00	 t 1 t.ani Ut`•t t 11 t 6 i t" i:' not ttNt'1 tat : or l;tTl: 11l ` 4'41tt:;l" of We larltil' wing
tr.annui: sionn. TO rust 1pw rt-nit uvw filter dvvelrpvd, the titanium-
,asst irony nand ioh, chews vxvt IOnt movhanival strength and will have no
pvobi vm withIt l * 1 • 4+1' lxlt nch.
- ry tt -
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VI. CONCI.ltSIONS
1. Both pure titanium and titanium/ antimony combination filters have
been fabric.lted. The fabrication process is now well understood and
filtees of different thicknesses should present no problem.
2. The transmission properties of the two materials is combination and
separately have boon determined. With this data, the optimum filter design
for BUV instruments using these materials can be determined.
3. The optimum titanium/antimony LuVE filter has been designed. With current
design parameters and telemetry availability the optimum combination
consists of 700 A Ti./1000 X 1700 X Ti. In combination with previously
developed filters, the resulting sensitivity and spectral coverage offer
dramatic improvement over tho original EVVi, design. The optimum ME
filter oomplomant now consists of parylene N, aluminumharbnn,
titanium/antimony, tin and indium filters.
A. The titanium/antimony combination filter has undergone extensive
testing of moisture :yenSitivi.ty, longterm transmission stability, and
mca chanical Strength. In all areas, the now filter demonSt,rate.S qualities
equal to te r Superior to those of previously qualified EUV filters.
5. The new filter Material has no impact can ME coat and schedule.
Moo and delivery of titanium/antimony filters will be similar to those
of the other EVV filters.
;? I -
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EUV EXPLORER TINS7711WMENT
Preliminary Vorking Draft 5/15/80
Description and Requirements for Shuttle Launch
	
1.0	 Haila ent Summary
1.1 Payload Title Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer NUM
1.2 Funding Agency NASA
1.3 Key Personnel
Prof. Stuart Bowyer 415/642-1648
Dr. Roger Malina	 -2693
Dr, Frank Parosee	 -3524
Dr. Mike Lampton	 -3576
Mr. flank fleotdorks
Spact, Soicnoxs Laboratory
University of California
Berkeley, CA 9471.0
	
2.0	 Payload Descrialo^
2.1	 Purpose
To conduct a sensitive astronomical survey of the entire celestial
0sphere at EUV wavelengths (70 to 900 A).
2.2	 Technique
Four telescopes with detectors will be mounted on a spacecraft
suitable for a Shuttle launch. The imagim, grazing incidence opries with
organic anti metallic thin-film filtors will be sensitive to selected
0
bandpasses in the 70 to 900 A region, One teltmicopc will feed a gas propor-
tional counter (PC) dorector, the other three will feed micro-ch,,mnLI plate
(MCP) detectors. Three telescopes will scan the sky at right angles to the
spin axis, one telescope will point along the spin axis in the anti-solar
direction.
42.3	 Telescope Complement
All telescopes are Wolter-Schwarzachild Type 1
Scanner I Scanner 2 Scanner 3 Pointer 1
Optical diameter 63.5cm 63.5cm 63.5cm 63..5cm.
Flange diameter 76cm 76cm, 76cm 76cm,
Focal length 50col 50cm, 80CM 50cm
Geometric area 2A a 'm 1-70:'	 2IMm 2100cm
70 2
180cm
Field of view 3* 30 30 30
Wavelength
Al
600 A
O
300 A
0
200 A 300 A
Detector MCP MCP PC/)`lei' MCP
Overall length 100cal 100cm 160em 100cm,
Filters 2 2 1 compound
Design continCont upon Snaoveraft comnat4hilitV. nptimun i (iosi-In listen bore.
Shorter overall	 =artyartyto a minima
1
 -., i cif'  10 0 :m.
	3.0	 launch and Orbit CharaeLvriettivs
3.1 Launch Window - no restrinions
3.2	 Orbit Parameters
550 + 50 11-1 ) 28. 0 5 inclination
3.3	 On-orbit life - One year
	
4.0	 On-orbit Stabili-.ation and Orientation
4.1	 Look Direction - anti-solar for pointing rvleseope
perpendicular to sun line for scanning Ieloseopes
4.2	 Attitude. SLabilization
Solar spin Stabilized at 4 rpm max Q 8000 bps/teleswope with
optimum spin rate depondent on the telemetry allocation.
Spin axis controlled to + 1* and knowledge to .05*
4.3 Attitude Determination
Final determination of spin axis and telescope line of sight
after all error contributions, abould be < 1*
5.0	 Mechanical Descri2tion
5.1 Preliminary telescope and MCP detector design is given in
Drawing 78000-R-P
5.2 Weight
Each assembly of telescope MCP detector is estimated to weigh
150 kg. 4 Additional experiment support equipment (C+DP, harnessing, etc.) in
estimated to weigh 30 kg.
5.3 Moving Mechanical Assemblies
Dust covers over telescope entrance annulus released with NSI
powered pinpullors.
Vacuum box door on each MCP detector operated by a reversible
DC motor.
A sunshade over each detector will close in case of loss of power
or loss of spacecraft orientation.
The PC instrument will have a small mechanism to exchange
detector units.
5.4	 Materials
5.4.1	 Only proven or approved niaLerials will be used, including
organic compounds meeting the requirements of NASA-SP-R-00-2 2A. All metals
will be passivated. The bulk of the instrUMerILS will be aluminum 6061-T6 or
stainless steel 300 series.
* Scanner 3 is estimated to weight 175 Kg.
5.4.2	 Magnetic*
The instruments are not magnetically sonsitive. Each
MCP telescope will have A magnetic "broom" at the rear of the mirror. The
broom will consist of 6 k& of ceramic magnets, The external field is estimated
to be less than 1 gauss at 18 inches and less than .l gauss at 36 inches.
5.5 Ground Handling
Each telescope is dust tight and will be purgablu, with GNP . Each
MCP detector will have a roughing pump port to which our GSE will need access.
The PC detector will have an accessible gas port and relief valve.
5.6	 Design Criteria and Testing
Criteria and testing will bo to recognizod and approved NASA
standards.
5.7
5.8
Telescope Alignment
Initial mounting., 2*
After vibration testing:	 .5*
After launch (lg to Og 0 +20% to 1), -5°C): A < .5"
On-orbit changes ,. A < . 10
Star and/or sun sensors with respect to telescopes; <.l*
Thermal Environment
Electronics: -10°C to 40*C operating
-30°C to 60 *C survival
Telescope to detectors; A e. 5*C
6.0	 Electrical
6.1	 The spacecraft will intorfave to a central Command and Data
Processor (C DV) box, which will then communieate with vach detoctor, Tho.
C+DP will accept commands and power, and will buffer data from each detector
to the spacecraft.
L _
6.2 Power
+20 + 4 VDC on multiple buses
Each telescope: electronics 	 20W
Vac-ion pump	 10-20W
optics heater	 10-50W
detector heater 100W, sunlight only, one detector
At a time
DC motor	 15W
The electronics are operated whenever science or housekeeping data
Is required. Vac-ion pump operation Is only when the detector box door is cloned,
which in a ground operatlon # but may also be done In flight in ^,ast, of unexpected
detector problems, The DC motor opens/eloses the detector box door (about 10
seconds per operlition, which should oc-cur only otive per tolesoopo at the beginning;
of the mission or as a result of uno\j)vvted doteotor problems). Optics boater
operation is only for the early mission optics hakO-OuL. Deteetor heater oporaLiOn
will occur Infrequently 
in 
flight.
C+D1, :	 2W
Star scannvr(.1).i 4W (Ball Rodel 0,9201)
Sun sensor:	 114
	
6.3	 Nominal power profile: night 8714
	day	 1014
	
6.4	 Electrical interface
The interconne( rion of instruments, C+DP, and spacoo.raft is flex-
	
ible. However, some basic ^, onventions anti 	 rules	 which we have.* followed
In the past Include:
All Interfat^e lines betwoen experiment and S/C should have Clio
appropriato isolation. The digital signals are via optical isolators. Analogs
are buffered with rospect to ,, -eforenve ground. Bilevvls are from i$OldLed
relay contacts. Pulsed aommAnds are to latching magnetic relays. Sensitive
signals or high-freque,,cy lines have the appropriate shielding, grounding,
and filtering.
All power lines are to isolated DC/DC convertors via shielded
twisted pairs. fault isolation is provided by redundant fuses. The single-
point ground convention is observed, All high voltage supplies are with re
-spect to local chassis ground.
7.0	 Data Handling Requirements
7.1	 Serial Digital Interface (Redundant)
Output; standard "3-wire" interface, 16 bit words
2 to 10 kbps for each telescope, science data, highly
desirable
300 bps, housekeeping data (see 7.2 and 7,3)
10 bps for the star scanners
1 bps for the sun sensor
Input:	 standard "3-wire" interface, 16 bit words as necessary
to command the C+DP box
The format is flexible; NRZ-L, posi.t,,ve logic, TTL compatible
logic is sati:sfacto-
7.2 Analogs
The housekeeping analog monitors can be either multiplexed to the
S/C TM system, or they can be digitized ( g -bits) and inserted into the serial data
stream by the C+DP. The analogs will span 0 to 5V. There.will he J.no analov.,.
Each Telescope:
	
Suggested Sampling Rate
1/sec	 1/min
Dust cover 1 position	 x
Dust cover 2 position	 x
Door position	 x
Pulse height 1	 x
I
kF
(Cont.)	 Each. Telescope;	 Suggested Sampling Rate
1/sec	 1/min
Pulse height 21 x
Dead tivic x
Count rate x
Discriminator x
Temp I x
Temp 2 x
Tojup 3 x
HV I x
IV 2 x
11V Current I x
[IV Current L x
Pump IIV x
Pump Current x
Beater Current x
Spare I x
Spare 2 x
Additional for the II C Detector:
Pressure 1 x
Pressure 2 x
Temp I x
Temp 2 x
Valve position I x
Valve position 2 x
CP+1)1):
Telescope I current x
Telescope 2 current x
Telescope I current x
Telescope 4 current X.
C+DI' current x
Star scanner ^urrvnt x
Sun sensor eurrotiL x
Star scantior output x
Sun sensor output x
Artifteial SitiMUILIS ramp N
Spare I x
Spare 2 x
Spare 3 x
Spare 14 x
7.3
	
bile vela
The housekeeping bilovel motiiLors c-aii he either multiplexed to
the S/C TM sy!itom, or they t?an be bufferod and jjj 80 j,-t Qtj 1 11 t L) tjjO St'Vi^ll data
stream by the C+DP. The bilovol g will be OWWr 0 or Rof volts. There tai 11
be 100 bilovels. SuggesLod sampliiip, rate: l/minute.
Each Telescope;
Door Enable/Disable
Door Open/Close
Discriminator 2/1
HV I On/Off
HV 2 On/Off
HV MSB Hi/Lo
HV LSB Hi/Lo
Data processor A/B
Data A switch 2/1
Data B switch 2/1
Rate shutdown On/off
Heater On/Off
rump Oil/Oft
Quadrant I Blanked
Quadrant 2 Blanked
Quadrant 3 Blinked
Quadrant 4 Blanked
Spare I
Spare 2
Spare 3
Additional for the PC Dettletor.,
Heater 1 On/Off
C.	 Neater 2 On/Off
Valve I Open /01080
Valve 2 Open/Closo
C+DP'.
Telescope I On/Off
Telescope 2 On/Off
Telescope 3 On/Off
Telescope 4 On/Off
Sun sensor On/off
Star scanner On/Off
Threshold Ili/I.o
Artificial Stimulus On/Off
C4,DP On/Reset
Command Error Yes/No
Error Reset Yes/No
Synch Yvs/Nu
Spare I
Spare 2
Spire 3
Spare 4
F8.0	 Con in in tl
^Usyvnvl it
8.1 Most conmiands will be by 16-bit word transmitted from the .13/0 TM
system to the C+DP. This will, allow great flexibility In conumnding tile four
instruments and in reprogratiming the C+1)P or troubleshooting. The S/C will be
responsible for general power bus control and for the firinS of all pinpullor/
NSI devices.
In addition, 50 discrete +28V, 100 millisecond pulse conmiands
are required.	 These go to critical latching relays and will be used in the
event of catastrophic failure of the C4DP.
Each Telescope:
Door Enablo
Door Open
HVI On
HVI off
HV2 On
HV2 Off
Rate 
ShUrdourn Off
Heater Off
Pump Off
Additional for tile,  PC Dotector:
Heater. I Off
Heater 2 Off
Valve 1 Open
Valve 2 Close
C+DP:
Telescope 1 On
Telescope ' Oil
Telescopt-, .1 Oil
Telescopo 4 On
Sun sensor Off
Star scat or On
Artificial stitmilus, Off
C+DV Reset
Error Reset
Spare
k
	 8.2 Command Frequency
Nominally exp eriment commanding will only be done once per civil
dray. However, crammanding, every rev may be required during troubleshooting, and
during troubleshooting, and during the early days of the mission involving
experiment initiation.
9.1	 Pyrotechnic Devices
Low energy gyro devices are used can each telescope. Space
qualified pinpullers energized by NASA Standard Initiators (NSVS) are used
to reloase Oae'l: tc^le^sct , eS + dust covers find, in case of failure to OPO n the
detector box, to open the sunshade, and to exchange the PC detectors,
9.2	 Proportional Counter Gas
A spaeo-qualified pressure vessel will contain approximately
1 kg of PC gas, nominally methane, at 1500 psi.
	
10.0	 Ground ^earatic^ti
Full check-out of experiments and S/C systems will be required on the
ground during; qualification testing„ calibration, integration at the S/C con-
tractor, and at the Shuttle launch facility.
No special instrument test or check-cut is required fiance the space-
craft is in the shuttlew bay, during launch, or during EUVE earktital. insertion.
	
11.0	 P st-LaunchrOperations
11.1 Real-time Data
RT scientific data is not required except during the early
mission cheek-out or in the event of failure and troubloshooting is required.
i
F.
loq^	
#	
""IMM
RT housekeeping data is required is the normal part of satellite
operations.
11.2 Production Tapes
Computer compatible magnetic tapes with sciontific, housekeeping,
k
and aspect data are required.
for reduction and analysis.
They will be sent to the Principal Investigator
